ASA Meeting: 5/22/12

Attendees: Kuljot Anand, Kendra Beckler, Alex Dehnert, Cory Hernandez, Benjamin Lehnert, D.W. Rowlands, Paul Weaver

1. UMOL/UA
   a. Interviewed three people
      i. Criteria are ability to maintain database, general enthusiasm
   b. Motion to make Delian Asparouhov Student Member at Large, recommend Jacobi Vaughn as UA rep
      i. 5 in favor, 0 against, no abstentions

2. New GSC rep?
   a. Kuljot emailing the wrong email

3. Reps to GSC funding board, UA finance board respectively
   a. Appointing Renee (5 in favor, 0 against, 0 abstain)
   b. Lemur and Benjamin (5 in favor, 0 against, 0 abstain)

4. Institute Committees Reps
   a. CAC advisory Board
   b. IST advisory Board
   c. Walker- need to figure out what stuff needs to be done
   d. Can assign later in the summer or the fall

5. Early Returns
   a. Have 20, bad return day
   b. Need to send out the application soon
   c. Kuljot talks to housing
      i. Usual is 30, 60 applications
      ii. Some we can’t grant

6. ASA official
   a. Vote to send (4 in favor, 0 against, 1 abstain)
   b. Perhaps do editing in Google Docs/Etherpad

7. LEF/ARCADE applications
   a. Need people to read applications
      i. Paul, Kuljot, GSC treasurer Eric Victor
      ii. Will poke Rachel Keeler

8. Alcohol Advertising
   a. Perhaps clarify rules
      i. Cannot have alcohol in the name
   b. Maintain bulletin boards, take off posters in violation

9. Turkish Students Association
   a. They had an LEF event and did not submit reimbursement
   b. Seeking late reimbursement/post event reports
   c. Kendra is dealing
10. Space
   a. W20-423
      i. Shared Space agreement signed
      ii. All stuff fits, moving is commencing
   b. W20-447, 445, 455a
      i. Seeking information about abatement
      ii. Kendra will call them tomorrow and figure out where student groups can go
   c. Rune
      i. Urgent sounding emails
      ii. Currently LSC is messing around with space, confusing mess of emails
      iii. Need to meet with LSC, discuss what is going on
      iv. Rune needs to get into w20-477, arrange access by email
      v. Long term give Rune access to 477
      vi. Ben is emailing LSC, to be done by June 1st (cc asa-space)
      vii. Cory is emailing Tech, TechFair, and Rune
   d. Lockers
      i. We are supposed to have 22, still only have 11
      ii. Can’t move groups in before lockers assembled
      iii. Email groups in locker room
         1. 7 days, starting Monday to clean up space on the floor
         2. Ben is emailing
   e. Shared Space Agreement
      i. TechFairs/Tech SSA
      ii. Ben and Lemur on it

11. Recruitment
   a. The Tech has limitations on FPOP, publications
      i. Change name, UAAP problematic (from TechPop to Discover Journalism)
      ii. No adding to mailing lists except by request
      iii. A staff member or faculty being coordinator
   b. Rules in general
      i. Punt to summer/later

12. CAC/SAO
   a. Events working group put together by the Provost’s office?
      i. Trying to determine what needs to be changed
      ii. Very good about letting people pick vendors
      iii. Concern about CP details
         1. Detail has limited hours
         2. Need to do it person when it could be done electronically
         3. Police could be abusing power, leaving early
         4. Minimum time block is really long
         5. Unclear when it is required
         6. Recurring events, or periods of time with breaks are complicated
iv. CAC get DAPER to publish athletic events for parking reasons
v. Vague discussion of a centralized list of huge events (Splash, Mystery Hunt, etc.)
vi. Infinite Display too expensive
vii. Easels in Infinite in general are disallowed. ASA should enforce
   1. ESP believes they are the exception by order of the Provost’s office
   2. Let people know that easels are

b. Getting total posturing policy
   i. Get authority from other entities to enforce poster

13. Discipline
   a. Alcohol abuses
      i. 1 abuse
      ii. Disciplinary hearing with Office of Student Citizenship
          1. Had event in a room in Burton Conner
          2. Reservation happened through a friend of a member
          3. No alcohol was listed, alcohol was present, not official
          4. Went 20 minutes over reservation
      iii. Our goal is to avoid for this to set a precedent
   iv. ASA has not received any official result
   v. ASA will inform people of registration requirements

b. Hazing Concerns
   i. 1 abuse
   ii. Cory and Alex are going to the meeting

c. Persian Student Group
   i. Professor never responded, follow up mails have been sent

14. Reserving DAPER space
   a. Does it cost money?
      i. Depends, talk to DAPER

15. Groups
   a. KISA: Korean International Student Association
      i. Are they unique? (KSA, KGSA)
         1. Focusing on international undergrads
         2. KSA does not support international students
         3. KGSA does not support undergrads
      ii. Open membership
      iii. Membership, unfunded (4 in favor, 0 absent, 1 abstain)
   b. Portraiteurs
      i. Nude drawing of members
      ii. SAA gave them space, permission to use art supplies
      iii. Want space, money for art supplies
      iv. Vote to not recognize (5 in favor, 0 against, 0 abstain)
   c. CUCN
      i. Still need to schedule a meeting with them and SAO
ii. Lemur and Ben will email/meet

d. GlobeMed/Ohms
   i. Recognized both of them, possibly not contacted
   ii. Need to clarify whether Ohms funded or unfunded
   iii. Vote to resend start-up forms, unfunded (cc asa-groups)
       1. 5 in favor, 0 against, 0 abstain

e. TGBSM
   i. Rhkeeler dealing, emailing tonight
   ii. Possibly not run by students

f. Smart Women’s Securities
   i. Chapter of a national work
   ii. Original constitution violated many non-discrimination
   iii. Group wants to invest lots of money, possibly against SAO policy
        1. Talked to Colin
        2. Original goals are felonies in MA
        3. Persuaded them to use fake money
   iv. Going to rewrite constitution, if none is received in the next week, poke them

g. College Dems Appeal
   i. Not funded, writing up email explanation

16. Moved to adjourn